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Effects of novel compounds which are newly synthesized or isolated 
are difficult to assess. Gathering information about the compounds 
from literature and databases is an essential step preceding experi-
mental tests. Similar molecules previously characterized may 
provide a clue of potential molecular functions, characteristics, and 
protein interactions. However, the desired information resides in 
huge archives like PubMed (>16×106  articles) [1] and PubChem

(>24×106 compounds) [2]. Hence, data inspection is a time-consum-
ing challenge and the risk to miss relevant information is high.

Aims
Based on literature screening with similar molecules we provide 
a one-step solution for a comprehensive report of potential tar-
gets and molecular functions of novel compounds .

All compounds and associated  synonyms available at PubChem 
serve as a resource for structural similarity searches. Compounds 
can be uploaded to CIL in various file formats, edited via molecule 
editor or searched by compound name. Molecules are translated to 
structural fingerprints (OpenBabel). Similar compounds are identi-
fied by calculation of Tanimoto coefficients. Synonyms of those 
compounds are searched in all abstracts as well as MeSH terms of 
the PubMed database. A local version of PubMed supplied with full

CIL is an efficient instrument to obtain a comprehensive survey of  
target relations of molecules described in literature. Results of sim-
ilarity searches suggest potential cellular effects of molecules that 
are uncharacterized in literature, yet.

Results

Methods

Conclusion References

text indices is stored on a PostgreSQL database server. Analogously, 
30,000 distinct genes/proteins (~130,000 synonyms) of the Human 
Genome Ontology (HUGO) were identified in PubMed abstracts. A 
text-mining software [3] was applied to reduce false positive hits re-
sulting from ambiguous protein names. Thus, context information is 
considered to classify ambiguous words correctly as gene names. An 
overall evaluation represents the number of abstracts that mention 
certain compound-protein relations as a basis for data visualization.
  

Fig. 1: Workflow of the CIL-Server. 

CIL identifies the most similar structures found in the database to a 
given query  structure. Potential target proteins clustered by func-
tional classes/processes (Gene Ontology terms) are provided for 
each compound. Frequencies of co-occurrences in literature are 
shown in the resulting plot (s. figure 2). Any compound-target rela-
 

tion detected with CIL is linked to the corresponding PubMed articles. 
Found proteins and compounds are highlighted in the associated ab-
stracts. Filter and analysis options for detailed reports of compounds, 
proteins, and functions are available in the CIL web interface. CIL will 
soon be available at http://cil.pharmaceutical-bioinformatics.de. 

Fig. 2: Example CIL results. Report of similar compounds, related proteins, and functions for betulinic acid as query compound.  
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